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Repertorium Generale  Künzli Punkte 
 

MIND 
ANSWERS, hastily: lyc 

reflects long: phos 
slowly: phos 

ANXIETY, dreams on waking from frightful (See Dreams) 
if the fear of the tright remains: Op 

CAREFULNESS: puls 
CARES, full of: puls 

domestic affairs: sep 
CAUTIOUS: puls 

anxiously: lyc, puls 
CHEERFUL, thunders and lightnings, when it: Lyc, sep 
CONFUSION, loses his way in well-known streets: petr. 
CONSCIENTIOUS, about trifles: Ars, lyc, puls, sep, sulph 
CONTEMTUOUS (see scorn): lyc, puls 
CONTRADICT, disposition to: lyc, nux-v 
CONTRADICTION, is intolerant of: lyc, nux-v, sep 
CONTRARY (see obstinate, irritable):lyc, nux-v, puls 
CRUELTY (see moral feeling, malicious):nux-v 
DELUSIONS, alone, that she is always: puls 

rags seem, even: sulp 
under it: bell 
during sleep: sep 
clothes, thinks beatiful: sulp 
deserted, forsaken: puls 
thinks is away from: bry, rhus-t 
rising out of the earth: stram 
side, at his: stram 
that he was atout to be: rhus-t 
walk, he cannot: ign 
wretched, thinks she looks, when looking in a mirror: nat-
m 

DESPAIR, pains, with the: acon, cham, coff 
DICTATORIAL: lyc 
DWELLS, on past disagreeable occurrences: lyx, nat-m, sep 

night: lyc, rhus-t 
ENVY: puls 
EXCITEMENT, tea, after: sulph 
FANATICISM: sulph 
FEAR, children, in: lyc 

poisoned, of beeing: rhus-t 
riding, when in a carriage: sep 
run over of being, on going out: phos 
self-control, losing: gels 

FROWN, disposed to: lyc, nux-v 
GRIEF, cannot cry: nat-m 

future, for the: nat-m 
silent 

HATRED, women, of: puls 
HOME, desires to go: bry, rhus-t 
HOPEFUL: tub 
HYPOCRISY: lyc, puls 
IMPATIENCE, pain, from: cham 
INCONSOLABLE: nat-m 
INDIFFERENCE, external things, to: sulph 

personal appearance: sulph 
pleasure, to: puls, sulph 

INDISCRETION: puls 
INQUISITIVE: puls 
INSANITY, mental labor, from 
INDOLENT (see rudeness): lyc 
IRRESOLUTION, acts, in: lyc 

trifles, about: lyc 
IRRITABILITY, menses before 
KLEPTOMANIA: puls 

steals money:calc, phos 
LAUGHING, sleep, during 
LOATHING, work: puls 
MISTAKES, omitting letters: lyc 

says plums when he means pears: lyc 

MOANING, leep, during 
MORTIFICATION, ailment after 
QUIET, wants to be: bry, gels 
RASHNESS: puls 
REPROACHES, himself 

others 
REPULSIVE mood: puls 
RESTLESSNESS, childrenn, in 

heat, during the: ars, gels,rhus-t 
internal 
menses before 

SADNESS, weep, cannot: nat-m 
SENSITIVE, children 

music, to 
SHRIEKING, holds on to something, unless she: sep 

urinating, before 
SLOWNESS 
STARTING, spoken to, when: sulph 
STRANGE, everything seems (see delusions) 
STRANGER, presence of, agg 
THINKING, complaints, of, agg 
THOUGHTS, reading, while: ph-ac 

reading, on: ph-ac 
THROWS, at persons: tub 
TIMIDITY, appearing in public: gels 
WEEPING, alternating with laughter: puls 

without knowing why: sep 
consolation agg 
coughing, before: hep 
headache, with 
menses, gefore 
micturition, before: lyc 
nervous, feels so, she would scream unless she held on to 
something: sep 
pitied, if he believes he is: nat-m 
telling of her sickness, when 
at the least worry, childrenn 

WELL, says he is, when very sick: puls 

 

VERTIGO 
NIGHT, him from sleep 
BACK, comes up the 
CLOSING eyes, on 
COFFEE, after 
DARK, room, on entering 
DESCENDING, on: bor 

stairs: bor, con 
DIPLOPIA, with 
EXERTION, vision: nat-m, phos 
FALL, backward 

forward 
right, to 
left, to 
HIGH places 

KNEELING, when: sep 
LIFTING a weight: puls 
LOOKING, moving object, at: con 

revolving objects, at: lyx 
steadily: nat-m, phos 
window, out of a: nat-m 

LOSS of fluids: chin, phos 
LYING down, on (in the act of) 

right, agg: gels, thus-t 
left, agg: phos 

NAUSEA, rising in bed, on: cocc 
OBJECTS, seem to be too far off: puls 

rooms whirls 
OCCIPITAL 
OLD PEOPLE, in 
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PAROXYSMAL: nat-m 
PREGNANCY, during: gels 
SITTING, up in bed: chel, cocc, phos 
TURNING, in bed, on: bell, rhus-t, sulp 

quickly: calc, con, gels, phos 
VISION, obscuration of, with: calc, gels, nux-v, phos 
WALKING, amel: puls 

gliding in the air sensation of, as if feet did not touch the 
ground, while: rhus-t 

 
 

HEAD 
BEATS, against the bed (see striking) 
BOARD OR BAR, before, sensation as of 
COLD, air, head sensitive to 
CONSTRICTION, band or hoop 

hat, as of a tight 
string, as if by 
thread were stretched from nape to eyes, as if 

DANDRUFF 
white 
yellow 

HAIR, patches 
young people 
parturition, after 
gray becomes 

HANDS, on coughing 
HAT, aversion to (see warm covering) 
HYDROCEPHALUS: lyc 
LARGE (see enlarged): calc 
LOOSENESS of brain, sensation of (see motion, shaking, falling 
striking): rhus-t 
MOTIONS, rolling head  

day and night, with moaning 
when too weak to move body 

PAIN, lose senses or go mad, as if would 
unable to collect ones senses 
cry out, pains compel on to 
cutting hair, after 
extertion of body 
fasting, from 
if hunger in not appeased at once 
hammering 
increasing gradually 
and decreasing gradually 
and decreasing rapidly 
gradually, but ceasing suddenly 
maddening pains 
every seven days 
school girls 
by a good sleep 
siesta, after a 
thunder storms, before 
cold weather 
out of eyes 

SKULL-CAP, sensation of 
STRIKING, brain were (see knocks, looseness 
TIRED, feeling 
WENS 

 
 

EYE 
BLEEDING, retinal haemorrhage 
CATARACT 
CRACKS, canthi, in 
DETACHMENT, of retina 
DISCHARGES, wiped away: puls 

canthi, outer 
DRYNESS, warm room: puls, sulph 
ECCHYMOSIS 

right 
ENLARGEMENT, sensation of 
ERUPTIONS, psoriasis: phos 

EVERSION of lids: nat-m 
EYE GUM, canthi 
HAIR, falling from brows 

eyelashes 
sensation of, in eye 

HEAT: puls 
INFLAMMATION, infants 

recurrent 
LACHRYMATION, cold air, in 

side, affected 
wind, in 

OPACITY, arcus senilis 
OPENING the lids, morning 

night: sep 
sleep, during 

PAIN, light, opening lids: graph 
PARALYSIS, ecternal recti: caust 

superior oblique 
PHOTOMANIA 
PROTRUSION, exophthalmus 
PUPILS, unequal 
QUIVERING, lids 
REDNESS, sewing, while 
STRABISMIS, divergent 
STRICTURE of lachrymal duct 
STYES, recurrent 

canthi, inner: nat-mur 
toward inner: nat-m 

TIRED, sensation 
TUMORS, nodules in the lids 

 

VISION 
 
BLURRED, headache, before 
CIRCLES, semicircles:con 
COLORS, black, floating (muscae volitnates): nat-m, phos, sep 

red, halo: bell 
DIM, headache, before 
DIPLOPIA, headache, with 

pregnanc, during 
FEATHERY 
FIERY,zigzags 
FLASHES, dark, in the 
FLICKERING, before 
HAIR, as if a, hung before the sight and must be wiped away: euphr 
HEMIOPIA, right half lost 

left half lost 
hemicrania, with: lyc 
horizontal 
lower lost 
upper lost 
vertical 

LOSS, twilight 
night 

SPARKS, dark in 
SPOTS, before: psor 
TRIPÖOPIA: con 
ZIGZAGS 

circles of colors 
fiery 

 
 

EAR 
 
BORING, child 
FROZEN, as if 
NOISES, synchronous, with pulse 

cat, synchronous with pulse: sep 
reverperating: phos 

PAIN, air, in cold 
in head  
swallowing,wind, in cold: sep 
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HEARING 
ACUTE, labor pains,during 

rumpling of paper 
scrating on linen or silk 
affect the teeth 
step, every 

IMPAIRED, noise amel 
noises, with 
voice, the human 

 
 

NOSE 
 
AIR, sensitive to inhaled 

air, sensitive to cold air: phos, rumx 
BLOW, the, constand inclination to 
BORING in, with fingers (see picks the nose) 
CORYZA, annual (hay fever): ars, gels, lyc, nat-m, puls 

asthmatic breathing: ars, nat-s, nux-v 
cutting the hair, from 
flowers: all-c 
rose cold 

DRYNESS, blowing nose, compelled, but not discharge 
EPISTAXIS, blood, children 

climaxis 
whooping cough 
hot weather: croc 

FRECKLES: phos, sulph 
ITCHING, rubs constantly: cina 
MOTION in pneumonia 
OBSTRUCTION, air, in the open, amel: phos, sulp 

nursing infants 
warm room: phos, sulp 

ODORS, coffee, of: puls 
blowing nose, on 
old catarrh: puls, sulph 

PERSPIRATION, nat-m, tub 
SMELL, tobacco 

unpleasant odors 
SNEEZING, coughing, after 

paroxysmal 
SNUFFLES, in new born infants 

 
 

FACE 
 
CHEWING, sleep, during: calc, sep 
CRACKED, middle of 

middle 
DISCOLORATION, eating, after 

excitement 
one sided: cham, ign, puls 
pain, when in 
warm room 

ERUPTIONS, menses, before: nat-m, sep 
acne: nat-m, puls, sep, sulp 
comedones 
comedones, forehead 
comedones, nose: sulph, tub 

EXCORIATED, mouth, corners of 
EXPRESSION, cradle, when child is lifted from 

downward motion, during 
besotted: pabt, gels, lach 
cold, distand 
fierce: bell 
foolish: bufo 
happy: opsallow, wrinkled 
sleepy: nux-m, op 

FRECKLES 
GREASY: nat-m, rhus-t 
INFLAMMATION, testes 

metastasis to mammae 
NUMBNESS, lips nat-m 
PARALYSIS, cold from 

one sided: caust 
riding in the wind: caust 
wet, after getting: caust 

SWELLING, eyes , arund: rhus-t 
WARTS, chin 
WRINKLED, forehead 

chst symptoms, with 

 

MOUTH 
BITING, cheek when talking or chewing 

tongue: ign 
BLEEDING, gums, cleaning them, when 
BROAD, tongue seems too:nat-m 
DETACHED, from teeth, gums 

and bleed easily 
DISCOLORATION, tongue, stripe down centre 

triangular 
one: rhus-t 

DRYNESS, morning, waking on 
night, waking on 

FINGERS in the mouth, children put 
INDENTED GUMS, tongue: rhus-t, sep 
MAPPED, tongue 
NUMBNESS tongue: nat-m, 

one sided: nat-m 
ODOR, morning: nux-v 
OPEN 

sleep, during 
SALIVATION, sleep, during 
SPEECH, stammering 
TASTE, bitter, morning 

on waking, 
night 
wanting, tastlessness, coryza, in 

 

TEETH 
CLINCH together, constandt inclination to: lyc 
PAIN, travelling while 
SENSETIVE, cannot bear dental operation 
WISDOM teeth, ailments from eruption of: cham 

 

THROAT 
CASEOUS deposits in tonsils 
CHEESY looking spots 
CHOKING, drinking,when 

eating, while 
HAWKS up cheesy lumps 
PAIN, morning, 

waking on 
night 
drinks 
damp weather 
swalling empty, drinks,warmth in general, amel 
Extending to ear, swallowing on 

SWALLOW,choking, from 
lump in throat, from 
mucus, from thick 
spasm in throat, from 
speaking,while 

 

EXTERNAL THROAT 
 
CLOTHING agg_ bell, lach, sep 
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DISCOLORATION, in spots 
GOITRE: nat-m 

right sided: lyc, phos, sep 
left: lach 
exophthalmic 

PERSPIRATION: rhus-t 
midnight: rhus-t 

STIFFNESS of sides 
TORTICOLLIS 

 
 

STOMACH 
 
APPETITE, fever, during: phos 

night 
ravenous, marasmus, with 
wanting, thirst, with 

DISORDERED, fat food, after 
oysters 

DISTENSION 
eructations amel 
do not amel: chin 

ERUCTIONS, food, mouthful by the 
INDIGESTION, abuse of drugs, after 

old people 
vexation, after 

NARROW, pylorus feels too 
NAUSEA, riding in a carriage or on the cars, while 

sea-sickness 
PAIN, excitement, after 

motion, bent over: lyc 
THIRST, 2 p.m.: puls 

extreme, large quantities, for 
extreme, often, for 
perspiration, small quantities, for 

THIRSTLESS, heat, during 
heat: gels, luls, sep 

VOMITING, anger after 
coughing on: ip 
drawing catarrhal plugs from posterior nares 
drinking, immediately after 
drinking, smallest quantities 
drinking, soon as water becomes warm in stomach 
hawking up mucus, when 
menses, during 
menses, mutting hands in warm water 
menses, riding in a carriage, while 
morning: sep 
fecal 
food eating, immediately after 
5 or 6 hours after 
7 hours after 
one day after 
intervals of days after food has filled the stomach 
some hours after: puls 
undigested: lyc 
milky: sep 
cough from 

 

ABDOMEN 
ADHESION, sensation: sep 
CLOTHING, sensitive to 
CONSTRICTION, hypochondrai, bandage: cocc, con,lyc 
DISCHARGE from umbilicus:lyc 
DISTENSION, children, in 

mothers, in: sep 
ENLARGED, children 

mothers 
ERUPTIONS, herpes, zona 
FALLING down, sensation of: nat-m, sep 
FLATULENCE, descending colon, with constipation: lyc, sulph 

Hypochondria 
IMPACTION: op, plb 

PAIN, evening, as if squeezed between tow stones: coloc 
bending backward, on 
bend double, must 
bending doulbe 
amel 
flexing limbs amel: coloc, sep 
hemorrhoids, from 
pressure, amel: stann 
bent: lyc 
stones, like sharp, rubbing together: cocc, coloc 
suppressed haemorrhoidal flow: nux-v 
liver 
liver, right side, on 
extending to back 

PARALYSIS of intenstines 
PENDULOUS: sep 

 
 

RECTUM 
 
CONSTIPATION, standing, passes sttool easier when: caust 
CONSTRICTION, painful: caust 
DIARRHOEA, bed, driving out of 

waking with urging 
anticipation after: gels 
battle, on going into: gels 
beer after: lyc, sulp 

 
 

STOOL 
 
FATTY, greasy: caust, phos 
FERMENTED: ip 
FLAT: puls 
KNOTTY, united by threads of mucus: graph 
LONG, narrow (see small): phos, sep 

 
 

URINARY ORGANS    BLADDER 
 
GAS passes from: sars 
PARALYSIS, parturition, after, no desire 
URGING prolapsus of uterus during: sep 

prolapsus, with. sep 
pregnancy, during: puls 
water,hearing, running or putting hands in: sulph 

URINATION, dreaming of urinating, while 
first sleep 
cough, during 
desire is resisted, if 
laughing 

 

KIDNEYS 
PAIN, ureters, right side: berb, lyc 

left siede: berb 
vomiting, with: oci 
extending to penis and testes: nux-v 

 

PROSTATE GLAND 
BALL, sensation of sitting on a: sep 
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URETHRA 
AGGLUTINATION, mornig: sep 
DISCHARGE, morning 

 

URINE 
ALBUMINOUS, pregnancy 
COLOR, orange: lyc 
SEDIMENT, renal calculi 

gravel (small calculi) 

 

GENITALIA 
COITION, aversion to: lyc 
CRACKS, glans: sulph 
ERUPTIONS, between thighs: nat-m, petr 

scrotum, herpetic, betwween and thighs: lllllyx 
scrotum,moist: nat-m 

HAIR, falling off: nat-m 
SEMINAL, discharge, bloody: lyc 
SEXUAL PASSION, increased, old man, in an 
SWELLING, prepuce: rhus-t 

testes, mumps from: puls, rhus-t 

 

GENITALE FEMALE 
DRYNESS, vagina: lac, nat-m, sep 
HAIR, falling out: nat-m 
INSENSIBILITY, vagina: sep 
ITCHING, pregnancy, during: sep 
LEUCORRHOEA, girls little 

pregnancy 
MENSES, painful, old woman, in an: phos 
PAIN, uterus, between: sep 

vagina, coition, during: nat-m, sep 
PROLAPSUS, uterus, confinement, after: sep 

uterus, lifting, from: rhus-t 
VEINS, vericose: lyx 

 

LARYNX & TRACHEA 
CROUP, recurrent: hep 
FLESH, hanging in larynx, sensation of: phos 
FOOD, drops into larynx: lach, nat-m 
LIQUIDS, pass into larynx: lach, meph 
SCRAPING, incessant 

 
 

RESPIRATION 
RATTLING, old people 
STERTOROUS: op 

puffung expiration, with: op 
sleep, during: op 

 

COUGH 
BARKING: hep 
COLD air, ging from warm to: phos, rumx 
COUGHING agg: hep 
DENTITION, during 
FOG agg 
HANDS, must hold chestwith both, while 
LAUGHING: bry, phos 
LYING, first lying down, on 
PAROXYSMAL,night, 11.30 p.m.: cocc-c 
PERSONS, other coming into room, agg (see strangers): phos 
PRAGNANCY, during: phos, sep 
SINGING agg: phos 
SIT UP, must: con, phos, puls, sep, bry 

SLEEP, during 
disturbing 
preventing 
wakens from 

SNEEZING, ends in 
SOUR food: sep 
SPASMODIC, whooping cough, after 
SPOT in laryn, as if from dry: con 
TOUCHING the canal of ear, on: lach 

larynx lightly agg: lach 
TURNING from left to right side amel: phos 
VINEGAR, after: sep 
WARM, entering, from open air: bry, puls 

room, going from to cold air, or vice versa, agg: 
phos,rumx 

WHOOPING, 2 a.m.: dros 
after 
 

EXPEcTORATION 
ODOR of an old catarrh: puls, sulph 
SWALLOW, must, what has been loosened: caust, sep 
 

CHEST 
ATHROPHY, mammae (see flabby): nat-m 
CEASE, had ceased: sep 

fears unless constantly on the move the heart will cease: 
gels 

CLOTHING agg: lach 
CLUCKING, in heart: lyc 
ERUPTIONS, herpes, zona 

axilla, boils 
recurrent 

GOUTY heart 
INJURIES to mammae: bell-p, con 
MILK,child refuses mother`s milk 

disappearing 
flowing: calc, lyc 
non pregnant woman 

NODULES, mammae, in 
left: lyc 

PAIN, mammae, menses, before 
pregnancy, during: sep 
step, every 
nursing, while: crot-t 
sternum, coughing, when 
heart, hand, left: rhus-t 
heart, scapula, left: sulph 
synchronous with beat of heart 

PALPATION, bed in 
6-10 beats 
digestion, durng 
irregular: nat-m 
dinner, after: nux-v 
paroxysmal: nat-m 
motion, pregnancy, during: nat-m, sep 
sleep, on going to 
vexation, from 
waking, on, startled from a dream 

PERSPIRATION: phos 
axilla, offensive 

RETRACTION of nipples 
WEAKNESS, heart, sensation of, about the: rhus-t 

tired feeling: nux-v 

 

BACK 
COLDNESS, sacral region: lyc 
CRACKING, cervical region 
CRAMP, turning body 
CURVATURE, dorsal 
ERUPTIONS, herpes zoster 
PAIN, hard on something, amel 

pillow, amel 
sleep, prolonged from: nat-m 
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turning bent, compelled to 
head, all over 
throat, upward 

PERSPIRATION, cervical region 
cervical region, night: calc, sulph 

WEAKNESS, sacrum: sep 

 

EXTREMETIES 
ABTUCTED, lies with limbs: cham 
ARTHRITIC, finger joints 
AWKWARDNESS, hands, drops things 
BURSAE: arn, nat-m 
CALLOSITES, horny, on hands: graph, sulph 

soles, on: sulph 
toes, on: graph 

CRACKED, hands, winter, in 
hands, back of: sep 
toes, getween (see Excoriation): nat-m 
violent itching: nat-m 

CRAMPS, leg, calf, pregnancy, during: sep 
leg, calf, stretching, in bed: calc 
leg, calf, stretching, leg, when: calc, lyc, nux-v, sep, sulph 
leg, calf, walking, after: rhus-t 

CURVING and bowing 
DISCOLORATION, upper limbs, after washing with soap: sulph 

hand, blueness 
hand, redness 
hand, brown, spots 

EMICIATION, thumb, ball: plb 
lower limbs, painful:plb 

ERUPTIONS, joints, bends of 
elbow, bend of 
hand, back of, cold weather 
hand, desquamation of 
hand, itching: phos, sulph 
hand, between fingers, second and third fingers: sulph 
fingers, desquamation 
knee, hallow of 

EXCORIATION, nates between 
thighs, walking from: graph, sulph 
toes, between nat-m, sep, lyc 

FELON, panaritium: oid, sil, sulph 
GANGRENE, toes, senile: sec 
HEAT, foot, uncovers them 

foot, flushes: sulph 
foot, one foot, coldness of the other: lyc 
foot, sole: lyc 
foot, sole, uncovers them 

HIP-JOINT, disease (see pain in hip): calc, lyc, rhus-t, sep 
INDURATION, fingers, tendons of: caust 
INFLAMMATION, tendons: rhus-t 
INGROWING, unhealty granulation, with: lach 
INJURIES, wrist 

hand, contusion 
hand, fracture with laceration 
hand, sprain 
fingers, amputated stump painful 
fingers, dissecting wounds 
fingers lacerations 
fingers, nails, of 
fingers, splinter of glass 
thumb, cat`s bite 

ITCHING, upper limbs, morning, hot water, amel 
hand, midnight, hot water amel 
fingers, frozen, as if they had been: agar 

MILK LEG 
MOTION, lower limbs, control, loss of: alum 
NUMBNESS: phos, sep 

upper limbs, in deart disease 
upper limbs, night, lying on it 
hand, night 
hand, grasping anything 
foot left, crossing limbs: phos 

OOZING, from oedematous legs: lyc 
PAIN, cold, fever during 

shoulder, right: calc, lyc 

shoulder, left: rhus-t, sulph 
shoulder, lying, putting the arm behind him agg 
upper arm left: rhus-t 
lower limbs rheumatic, right: lyc 
lower limbs rheumatic, left: phos 
lower limbs rheumatic,atrophy, with: plb 
lower limbs, scatica, cold, on the abdomen amel: coloc 
lower limbs, scatica, cold, heel, becomes localized in: sep 
lower limbs, scatica, cold, lying, on painfulside 
lower limbs, scatica, cold, numbness,with 
hip, on hip: rhus-t 
knee, descending steps, when: rhus-t 
leg, growing pains 
foot, heel, morning, first step: rhus-t 

PERSPIRATION, lower limbs, except: lyc 
thigh, except: lyc 
leg, except: lyc 
foot, cold, except: chin, phos 

SWELLING, hand, veins: phos, puls, sulph 
lower limbs, albuminuria, in 
knee, gouty 

VARICES, leg, ulceration 
WALK, late learning to 
WARTS, fingers, nails, close to: caust, lyc 

 
 

SLEEP 
DEEP, morning 
DREAMS, anxious, called, that some one 

events of the previous dax, ecertion, of making great 
mental exertion: puls 
pleasant, repeating 

FALLING, evening, sitting, while: nux-v 
POSITION, arms over head: nux-v,puls, sulph 

back, on: rhus-t, sulph 
head inclined backwards 
side, impossible 
sitting 

SLEEPLESSNESS, midnight, after 3 a.m.: rhus-t, sep, slulph 
after 4 a.m.: lyc, sep, sulph 
after 5 a.m.: nat-m, sulph 
grief, from 
hunger, from: phos, lyc 

WAKING, daybreak: lyc 
difficult, morning: nux-v 
palpitation 

YAWNING, fruitless efforts to yawn: lyc 
ineffectual: lyc 

 
 

CHILL 
CHILLONESS, menses, before 

slightest movement of the bed-clothes 

 
 

FEVER 
 

RESPIRATION 
 

SKIN 
DISCOLORATION, chloasma: caul, lyc, sep 

red, beesting, from: sep 
red, streaks, after: phos 
red, bathing, with soap: sulp 
spots, death spots in old people 
white spots 
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yellow, new born children 
ERUPTIONS, boils, blood boils periodical: lyc, sulph 

eczema: graph, nat-m, phos, rhus-t, sulph, sep 
herpetic, circinate: nat-m, sep, tell, tub 
urticaria, cold air, in 
urticaria, exercise, violent, after 
urticaria, warmth and exercise 
urticaria, wet, becoming from: rhus-t 
washing agg 

FRECKLES: lyc, phos, sep, sulph 
ITCHING, perspiring parts 

undressing agg 
warm, bed, wool agg 

WARTS, girls, young 

 

GENERALITIES 
MORNING, 10 a.m.: nat-m 

11 a.m.: sulph 
AFTERNOON, 4-6p.m.: sep 

4-8 p.m.: lyc 
AIR, open amel: tub 

open amel, seashore: nat-m, sep 
AVIATOR SICKNESS: cocc 
CHOREA, run or jump, must, cannot walk: nat-m 
COLD, becoming, feet: con,  lyx, nux-v, puls 

becoming, head: bell, puls, sep 

becoming heat and cold: lyc, nat-m, sep 
CONTRADICTORY and alternating states: ign, nat-m, puls, tub, sep 
CONVULSIONS, heat, during the 
DWARFISHNESS: sulph 
EATING after, amel, satiety: lyc, phos, puls 
EMACIATION, downwards, spreads: lyc, nat-m 

old people: lyc 
EXTERTION, amel: rhus-t, sep 
FAINTNESS, crowded room, in 

during: ign 
pain, from cham 
pregnancy 
rising from bed, on 
standing,while 

FOOD, raw, agg 
HAND, laying on part amel: phos, rhus-t, sep 
HEAT flushes, perspiration: con, lach, psor, sep, sulph 
NUMBNESS, parts lain on: puls 
OBESITY: nat-m 
ROOM full of people agg 
SLEEP, during, afternoon, agg 
STRETCHING, amel: puls 
TRAVELING, ailments from: cocc 
WHOOPING-COUGH, after: sang 
WOUNDS, cold, become: led 

granulations, proud flest: sulph 
heal too slow: sulph 
penetrating of palms and soles: hyper, led 

 


